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This note examines assumptions at the basis of the recently pro-
posed quantum error-correcting codes. It is shown that these codes
can correct only a vanishingly small subset of errors, and are unable
to correct small phase errors which can have disastrous consequences
for a quantum computation. These codes are, therefore, not likely to
be useful in real applications.
Colours seen by candle-light
Will not look the same by day.
-Robert Browning
1 Introduction
Since the work of Calderbank, Shor, and Steane[1, 6] (CSS), the question of
error-correction coding for quantum computing has attracted much attention
and several codes have been proposed. But these codes have been devised to
work under very restrictive conditions and they can potentially correct only
bit-flips and phase flips, which errors represent a vanishingly small subset of
all the errors that can corrupt a quantum state. This would not be an issue
if phase errors were not important in a quantum computation. But they
are, since we manipulate the phases to drive a quantum computation to a
useful conclusion. CSS codes cannot correct for errors such as a 1√
2
(j0i+ j1i
changing into a 1√
2
(j0i+ ei0.002j1i.
This note reviews assumptions behind the CSS quantum error-correcting
codes. Since the denition of a qubit includes arbitrary phase, we argue that
1
it is necessary to consider errors from the perspective of the quantum state
and not just from that of nal measurement. We believe that a better model
of quantum errors is needed for further progress.
2 The quantum error correction model
A quantum error-correcting code is dened to be a unitary mapping of k
qubits into a subspace of the quantum state space of n qubits such that
if any t of the qubits undergo arbitrary decoherence, not necessarily inde-
pendently, the resulting n qubits can be used to faithfully reconstruct the
original quantum state of the k encoded qubits[1]. The assumptions in the
quantum error correction model are[6]: Arbitrary errors of qubits are divided
into ‘amplitude errors’, that is, changes of the form j0i $ j1i, and ‘phase
errors’, that is, changes of the form j0i+ j1i $ j0i − j1i.
These assumptions seem to have been made with the nal measurement in
mind, where the objective is to get a binary sequence from the measurement
apparatus. The idea here is that if 0s have been converted into 1s and vice
versa, the redundancy of the error-correction code will be able to tell us where
the error had occurred, allowing us to reconstruct the correct sequence.
A quantum system is correctly viewed as being apart from the observer,
who enters the picture only when the measurement is made. This means
that one can speak of two perspectives as far as errors are concerned: (A),
errors relative to the quantum state itself; and (B), errors relative to the
observer who will make the measurement. Since the transformation between
the quantum state and the measurement is many-to-one, the two perspectives
are not identical. The CSS model considers the second perspective only,
without relating it to the errors in the quantum state. By doing so, the model
misses out on errors that can have a catastrophic eect on the computing
process.
Note that classical error correction theory does not involve these dual
perspectives because of absence of anything analogous to state collapse. In
classical theory, all the information within the system is accessible, which is
not the case in a quantum system.
The perspective B is described elsewhere by the author[2, 3, 4, 5], where
it is argued that random, small errors in phase can be problematic for the
implementation of quantum algorithms.
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3 The qubit sphere
To examine the perspective A, which is with respect to the quantum state, it’s
useful to begin with the representation of a qubit as the superposition jφi =
αeiθ1 j0i + βeiθ2j1i, where α, β 2 R and α2 + β2 = 1, as a four-dimensional
sphere. To simplify matters, we consider only the dierence in phases and
reduce the qubit to jφi = αj0i + βeiθj1i. The qubit is now a triple (α, β, θ)
and it can be represented by a three-dimensional sphere of Figure 1.
Parenthetically, let it be noted that our qubit sphere is drawn dierently
from the qubit sphere of Tittel and Weihs[7], who show j0i and j1i as opposite
points on the same circle on the sphere.
In the qubit sphere of Figure 1, the motion counterclockwise is taken to
be positive. The point of intersection of the two spheres at the front end will
be the state ij1i.
Assuming, for example, that we are speaking of polarized photons, we see
that with respect to j0i the 45o polarized photons are points anywhere on
the circle to the right. Also, if there is unknown phase associated with j0i,
the 45o photons can be anywhere on the sphere surface[3].
CSS considers just four points j0i, j1i, and their sums and dierences on
the qubit sphere, because doing this reduces the quantum problem to two
separate classes of classical error correction. These four points represent a
vanishingly small subset of all the points on the qubit sphere.
4 What errors can be corrected?
Error correction is possible only for discrete quantities. In classical infor-
mation theory, error correction of a single bit is possible because there is a
separation in amplitude between 0 and 1. When bit flip between these two
values are considered, one can, by introducing redundancy, increase distance
between codewords, ensuring the capacity to correct certain errors. This is
precisely what the CSS model does, ensuring that it will work ne as long as
the qubits suer only bit and phase flips.
However, this restricted noise model is of no use in a realistic scenario.
A qubit, being a triple (α, β, θ), can have small, unknown values initially,






Figure 1: The qubit sphere (α, β, θ). The vertical circles represent j1i and
its phase shifts. The circle on the right represents 1/21/2(j0i+ eiθj1i), which
are various combinations of j0i with phase shifted j1i (i.e. 45o polarized
photons, for example). The point A is eipi/2j1i; B is 1/21/2(j0i + ij1i); C is
1/21/2(j0i+ j1i).
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herent state. Furthermore, the application of quantum algorithms by means
of electric and magnetic elds, and decoherence, can introduce additional
phase uncertainty. Small phase errors can become large as unitary trans-
formations are applied repeatedly in the execution of a quantum algorithm.
Since quantum calculations are sensitive to the phase values, they can have
uncontrollable eects.
Only discrete quantities to which small values of noise are added can be
corrected, and noise added to an analog variable cannot be removed; quantum
phase is an analog variable.
5 Conclusions
We have shown that the CSS quantum error correction model is not realistic.
It appears to look at qubits in a narrow sense, where they are either j0i, j1i
or their sums and dierences. In reality, qubits are arbitrary combinations
of j0is and j1is represented by the triple (α, β, θ), and as seen on the qubit
sphere, lack of knowledge of the relative phase can send the qubit to any
point on the sphere. The CSS model violates one of the basic premises of
successful error correction, that it should be easier to correct small errors
compared to large errors. The CSS model is a less than successful joining of
the classical error-control theory to quantum information.
Although qubit errors cannot be corrected by the error model of CSS,
we believe there must exist other models of useful and reliable quantum
information storage and computation.
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